Temporarily Balancing Interference Energy
By Joey Korn

Use this process to temporarily balance Interference Energy in a home, as well as all the
negative effects on the energies of the home and of the people living in and imprinted in that
home. The same could apply for an office or business.
1. Find one of the vertical columns of detrimental energy that sets up in bathrooms. If
there are two bathrooms on the same floor, it will set up in both in two different places.
It will either be:
a. Just inside the doorway,
b. Right at a sink, or
c. Right at the toilet bowl.
2. Choose an object to bless.
3. Hold the object in the column of detrimental Interference Energy, direct your intention
to the object, and say the following blessing:
Dear God,
Please bless this object and charge it with energy
To balance this energy,
All energies like it,
All energies related to it,
All energies connected to it,
All energies affected by it,
Within the people, places, and forces affected by this energy,
To bring healing and balance to the complete beings
Of all who are affected by this energy.
Thank you.
Amen.
4. Place the object on the floor, in the column of energy.
5. Check to make sure the Interference Energy has become beneficial.
6. Check to make the sure the Hartmann/Checkerboard Grid Lines and Curry/Diagonal
Grids Lines are beneficial, as well as the House Pattern.
This will help you to explore the energies of the home with dowsing to observe how much
imbalance (detrimental energy) is being caused in the Earth Energies and the Human Energy
Patterns in the home. Remove the blessed object, and everything will go back out of balance.
When you’re ready to remove the Interference Energy, use the blessing on the reverse side.
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Removing Interference Energy
By Joey Korn
I have found only one way to remove Detrimental Interference Energy from whomever it’s
attached to and from the home. When you remove it from the home, you are simultaneously
removing it from whoever it’s attached to in the home. I do not know what Interference Energy
is, however I do know that it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Connects to people when they enter certain intense states of thought and emotion,
Sets up in the home in two bathrooms and one closet on one level of the home,
Exacerbates the negativity that attracted the energy in the first place,
Intensely exacerbates imbalances in that person’s Human Energy Pattern,
Exacerbates imbalances in other people living in and imprinted in that home or office,
Exacerbates negativity in and between the people in that home or office,
And causes all the natural Earth Energies in the home or office to be detrimental.

Since I don’t know what the energy is, I turn it over the Nature. I pray only to God and call on
Nature to do the work. After you evaluate the effect of the IE on the energies, continue:
Remove the blessed object from the Interference Energy. Get a dowsing reaction to a
column of the Interference Energy with your rods, hold your rods in the dowsing reaction,
and say the following blessing:
Dear God, if it be Thy Will,
I call on the Powers of Nature
To do whatever is appropriate with this energy,
All energies like it,
All energies related to it,
And all energies affected by it,
To bring healing and balance to the complete beings
Of all who are affected by this energy.
Thank you.
Amen.
Be sure to think about and envision what you’re referring to in every portion of the blessing.
Remember that the work is done by engaging your intent, not by the words; the words simply
define your intent. The Interference Energy should now be gone, as well as all the negative
effects it had on the people in that home and all the natural Earth Energies in that home.
Unless there are other energies causing problems, all the significant imbalances in the energies
of the home and the Human Energy Patterns in that home should be beneficial.
Since Interference Energy is often connected to the imprinted patterns of people from outside
the home, after removing it, go through the Three-Step Process.
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